News Advisory

HP Helps CFO’s Navigate Cloud
Roundtable sessions focused on evolving role of CFO
and implications of cloud on strategic priorities.
VIENNA, Austria, Nov. 30, 2011 – HP today announced a series of
educational customer roundtable sessions that specifically cater to Chief
Financial Officers and are designed to help with the increasing
challenges they face in their evolving roles.
Business realities and market trends such as cloud computing are
redefining the traditional roles of today’s C-Suite. Nowhere is this more
apparent than with the CFO whose role needs to understand the financial
underpinnings of new technology delivery models.
Research jointly conducted by CFO Research Services and HP Financial
Services shows that CFOs understand the potential business benefits
cloud offers, but remain unclear as to how to turn the potential of cloud
into a reality.
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“Cloud can be complex without a clear defined path for adoption,” said
Dominic Calandra, Financial Controller at Frontline Systems. “As I work
with my CIO and other key business leaders, understanding the influence
it has on strategic financial decisions is becoming imperative. The
industry has successfully articulated the technical benefits and risk
associated with cloud, but little attention has been given to it from a
financial perspective.”
The first of the CFO roundtable series will be led by Cathie Lesjak,
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer for HP, in
Singapore, March 8th 2012. Lesjack, listed as one of the 50 most
powerful women in business by Fortune in 2010, brings extensive
experience and insight to a topic that is increasingly at the forefront
today’s business conversations. Supported by HP Financial Services, the
company’s leasing and lifecycle asset management subsidiary, the
roundtable sessions provide CFOs an opportunity to learn about cloud
and other transformative technologies in the financial language they are
accustomed to.
“Today’s finance professionals are deciding when and where to invest in
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technology,” said Irv Rothman, president and chief executive officer, HP
Financial Services. “For CFOs dealing with multifaceted issues such as
cloud computing that have a widespread impact on the enterprise,
determining the right strategy can be complex at best. HP is committed
to helping CFOs on every step of their decision journey.”
The roundtable session will provide CFOs with an opportunity to better
understand the implications of cloud and how it can be leveraged to turn
their business into an Instant On Enterprise. The CFO Roundtables are
another step to HP Financial Services commitment to helping clients on
their journey to the cloud which also includes HP’s program to provide up
to $2 billion in financing for cloud projects.
About HP Financial Services
Hewlett-Packard Financial Services Company – the leasing and life cycle
asset management services subsidiary of HP, is the second-largest captive
IT leasing company in the world and offers a full range of life cycle asset
management and financial solutions for businesses. HP Financial
Services develops financial solutions that can enhance clients’ ability to
implement IT infrastructures that meet their needs today – and into the
future. More information about HP Financial Services is available at
www.hp.com/hpfinancialservices.

About HP
HP creates new possibilities for technology to have a meaningful impact
on people, businesses, governments and society. The world’s largest
technology company, HP brings together a portfolio that spans printing,
personal computing, software, services and IT infrastructure to solve
customer problems. More information about HP (NYSE: HPQ) is available
at http://www.hp.com.
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Microsoft Windows is a U.S. registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
This news advisory contains forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties and
assumptions. If such risks or uncertainties materialize or such assumptions prove incorrect, the results
of HP and its consolidated subsidiaries could differ materially from those expressed or implied by
such forward-looking statements and assumptions. All statements other than statements of historical
fact are statements that could be deemed forward-looking statements, including but not limited to
statements of the plans, strategies and objectives of management for future operations, including
execution of growth strategies, transformation initiatives and restructuring plans; any statements
concerning expected development, performance or market share relating to products and services;
any statements regarding anticipated operational and financial results; any statements of expectation
or belief; and any statements of assumptions underlying any of the foregoing. Risks, uncertainties and
assumptions include macroeconomic and geopolitical trends and events; the competitive pressures
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faced by HP’s businesses; the development and transition of new products and services (and the
enhancement of existing products and services) to meet customer needs and respond to emerging
technological trends; the execution and performance of contracts by HP and its customers, suppliers
and partners; the protection of HP’s intellectual property assets, including intellectual property
licensed from third parties; integration and other risks associated with business combination and
investment transactions; the hiring and retention of key employees; expectations and assumptions
relating to the execution and timing of growth strategies, transformation initiatives and restructuring
plans; the resolution of pending investigations, claims and disputes; and other risks that are
described in HP’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the fiscal quarter ended July 31, 2011 and
HP’s other filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including but not limited to HP’s
Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended October 31, 2010. HP assumes no obligation
and does not intend to update these forward-looking statements.
© 2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to
change without notice. The only warranties for HP products and services are set forth in the express
warranty statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be construed
as constituting an additional warranty. HP shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or
omissions contained herein.
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